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Figure 1. We introduce NeuralField-LDM, a generative model for complex open-world 3D scenes. This figure contains a panorama
constructed from NeuralField-LDM’s generated scene. We visualize different parts of the scene by placing cameras on them.

Abstract

Automatically generating high-quality real world 3D
scenes is of enormous interest for applications such as vir-
tual reality and robotics simulation. Towards this goal, we
introduce NeuralField-LDM, a generative model capable of
synthesizing complex 3D environments. We leverage Latent
Diffusion Models that have been successfully utilized for ef-
ficient high-quality 2D content creation. We first train a
scene auto-encoder to express a set of image and pose pairs
as a neural field, represented as density and feature voxel
grids that can be projected to produce novel views of the
scene. To further compress this representation, we train a
latent-autoencoder that maps the voxel grids to a set of la-
tent representations. A hierarchical diffusion model is then
fit to the latents to complete the scene generation pipeline.
We achieve a substantial improvement over existing state-
of-the-art scene generation models. Additionally, we show
how NeuralField-LDM can be used for a variety of 3D con-
tent creation applications, including conditional scene gen-
eration, scene inpainting and scene style manipulation.

1. Introduction
There has been increasing interest in modelling 3D real-

world scenes for use in virtual reality, game design, digi-
*Equal contribution.
†Work done during an internship at NVIDIA.

tal twin creation and more. However, designing 3D worlds
by hand is a challenging and time-consuming process, re-
quiring 3D modeling expertise and artistic talent. Recently,
we have seen success in automating 3D content creation
via 3D generative models that output individual object as-
sets [15, 46, 73]. Although a great step forward, automating
the generation of real-world scenes remains an important
open problem and would unlock many applications ranging
from scalably generating a diverse array of environments
for training AI agents (e.g. autonomous vehicles) to the de-
sign of realistic open-world video games. In this work, we
take a step towards this goal with NeuralField-LDM (NF-
LDM), a generative model capable of synthesizing complex
real-world 3D scenes. NF-LDM is trained on a collection
of posed camera images and depth measurements which are
easier to obtain than explicit ground-truth 3D data, offering
a scalable way to synthesize 3D scenes.

Recent approaches [2, 6, 8] tackle the same problem of
generating 3D scenes, albeit on less complex data. In [6,8],
a latent distribution is mapped to a set of scenes using ad-
versarial training, and in GAUDI [2], a denoising diffusion
model is fit to a set of scene latents learned using an auto-
decoder. These models all have an inherent weakness of
attempting to capture the entire scene into a single vector
that conditions a neural radiance field. In practice, we find
that this limits the ability to fit complex scene distributions.

Recently, diffusion models have emerged as a very pow-
erful class of generative models, capable of generating high-
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quality images, point clouds and videos [18, 24, 39, 48, 53,
73,78]. Yet, due to the nature of our task, where image data
must be mapped to a shared 3D scene without an explicit
ground truth 3D representation, straightforward approaches
fitting a diffusion model directly to data are infeasible.

In NeuralField-LDM, we learn to model scenes using a
three-stage pipeline. First, we learn an auto-encoder that en-
codes scenes into a neural field, represented as density and
feature voxel grids. Inspired by the success of latent diffu-
sion models for images [53], we learn to model the distribu-
tion of our scene voxels in latent space to focus the genera-
tive capacity on core parts of the scene and not the extrane-
ous details captured by our voxel auto-encoders. Specif-
ically, a latent-autoencoder decomposes the scene voxels
into a 3D coarse, 2D fine and 1D global latent. Hierar-
chichal diffusion models are then trained on the tri-latent
representation to generate novel 3D scenes. We show how
NF-LDM enables applications such as scene editing, birds-
eye view conditional generation and style adaptation. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate how score distillation [46] can be
used to optimize the quality of generated neural fields, al-
lowing us to leverage the representations learned from state-
of-the-art image diffusion models that have been exposed to
orders of magnitude more data.

Our contributions are: 1) We introduce NF-LDM, a hi-
erarchical diffusion model capable of generating complex
open-world 3D scenes and achieving state of the art scene
generation results on four challenging datasets. 2) We ex-
tend NF-LDM to semantic birds-eye view conditional scene
generation, style modification and 3D scene editing.

2. Related Work
2D Generative Models In past years, generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) [3, 17, 27, 41, 58] and likelihood-
based approaches [33, 49, 51, 67] enabled high-resolution
photorealistic image synthesis. Due to their quality, GANs
are used in a multitude of downstream applications rang-
ing from steerable content creation [30,34,36,37,61,76] to
data driven simulation [26,31,32,34]. Recently, autoregres-
sive models and score-based models, e.g. diffusion models,
demonstrate better distribution coverage while preserving
high sample quality [10, 11, 13, 20, 22, 43, 48, 53, 54, 68].
Since evaluation and optimization of these approaches in
pixel space is computationally expensive, [53, 68] apply
them to latent space, achieving state-of-the-art image syn-
thesis at megapixel resolution. As our approach operates on
3D scenes, computational efficiency is crucial. Hence, we
build upon [53] and train our model in latent space.

Novel View Synthesis In their seminal work [42],
Mildenhall et al. introduce Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)
as a powerful 3D representation. PixelNeRF [72] and IBR-
Net [70] propose to condition NeRF on aggregated features
from multiple views to enable novel view synthesis from

a sparse set of views. Another line of works scale NeRF
to large-scale indoor and outdoor scenes [40, 50, 74, 75].
Recently, Nerfusion [75] predicts local radiance fields and
fuses them into a scene representation using a recurrent neu-
ral network. Similarly, we construct a latent scene represen-
tation by aggregating features across multiple views. Dif-
ferent from the aforementioned methods, our approach is a
generative model capable of synthesizing novel scenes.

3D Diffusion Models A few recent works propose to ap-
ply denoising diffusion models (DDM) [20,22,63] on point
clouds for 3D shape generation [39,73,78]. While PVD [78]
trains on point clouds directly, DPM [39] and LION [73]
use a shape latent variable. Similar to LION, we design a
hierarchical model by training separate conditional DDMs.
However, our approach generates both texture and geometry
of a scene without needing 3D ground truth as supervision.

3D-Aware Generative Models 3D-aware generative
models synthesize images while providing explicit control
over the camera pose and potentially other scene proper-
ties, like object shape and appearance. SGAM [62] gener-
ates a 3D scene by autoregressively generating sensor data
and building a 3D map. Several previous approaches gen-
erate NeRFs of single objects with conditional coordinate-
based MLPs [7, 44, 59]. GSN [8] conditions a coordinate-
based MLP on a “floor plan”, i.e. a 2D feature map, to
model more complex indoor scenes. EG3D [6] and Vox-
GRAF [60] use convolutional backbones to generate 3D
representations. All of these approaches rely on adversarial
training. Instead, we train a DDM on voxels in latent space.
The work closest to ours is GAUDI [2], which first trains an
auto-decoder and subsequently trains a DDM on the learned
latent codes. Instead of using a global latent code, we en-
code scenes onto voxel grids and train a hierarchical DDM
to optimally combine global and local features.

3. NeuralField-LDM
Our objective is to train a generative model to synthe-

size 3D scenes that can be rendered to any viewpoint. We
assume access to a dataset {(i, κ, ρ)}1..N which consists of
N RGB images i and their camera poses κ, along with a
depth measurement ρ that can be either sparse (e.g. Lidar
points) or dense. The generative model must learn to model
both the texture and geometry distributions of the dataset in
3D by learning solely from the sensor observations, which
is a highly non-trivial problem.

Past work typically tackles this problem with a gener-
ative adversarial network (GAN) framework [6, 8, 59, 60].
They produce an intermediate 3D representation and ren-
der images for a given viewpoint with volume render-
ing [25, 42]. Discriminator losses then ensure that the 3D
representation produces a valid image from any viewpoint.
However, GANs come with notorious training instability
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Figure 2. Overview of NeuralField-LDM. We first encode RGB images with camera poses into a neural field represented by density and
feature voxel grids. We compress the neural field into smaller latent spaces and fit a hierarchical latent diffusion model on the latent space.
Sampled latents can then be decoded into a neural field that can be rendered into a given viewpoint.

and mode dropping behaviors [1, 16, 35]. Denoising Dif-
fusion models [20] (DDMs) have recently emerged as an
alternative to GANs that avoid the aforementioned disad-
vantages [53, 56, 57]. However, DDMs model the data like-
lihood explicitly and are trained to reconstruct the training
data. Thus, they have been used in limited scenarios [73,77]
since ground-truth 3D data is not readily available at scale.

To tackle the challenging problem of generating an en-
tire scene with texture and geometry, we take inspiration
from latent diffusion models (LDM) [53], which first con-
struct an intermediate latent distribution of the training data
then fit a diffusion model on the latent distribution. In
Sec. 3.1, we introduce a scene auto-encoder that encodes
the set of RGB images into a neural field representation
consisting of density and feature voxel grids. To accurately
capture a scene, the voxel grids’ spatial dimension needs to
be much larger than what current state-of-the-art LDMs can
model. In Sec. 3.2, we show how we can further compress
and decompose the explicit voxel grids into compressed la-
tent representations to facilitate learning the data distribu-
tion. Finally, Sec. 3.3 introduces a latent diffusion model
that models the latent distributions in a hierarchical manner.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of our method, which we name
NeuralField-LDM (NF-LDM). We provide training and ad-
ditional architecture details in the supplementary.

3.1. Scene Auto-Encoder

The goal of the scene auto-encoder is to obtain a 3D
representation of the scene from input images by learning
to reconstruct them. Fig. 3 depicts the auto-encoding pro-
cess. The scene encoder is a 2D CNN and processes each
RGB image i1..N separately, producing a RH×W×(D+C)

dimensional 2D tensor for each image, where H and W are
smaller than i’s size. We follow a similar procedure to Lift-
Splat-Shoot (LSS) [45] to lift each 2D image feature map
and combine them in the common voxel-based 3D neural
field. We build a discrete frustum of size H ×W ×D with
the camera poses κ for each image. This frustum contains
image features and density values for each pixel, along a
pre-defined discrete set of D depths. Unlike LSS, we take
the firstD channels of the 2D CNN’s output and use them as

density values. That is, the d’th channel of the CNN’s out-
put at pixel (h,w) becomes the density value of the frustum
entry at (h,w, d). Motivated by the volume rendering equa-
tion [42], we get the occupancy weight O of each element
(h,w, d) in the frustum using the density values σ ≥ 0:

O(h,w, d) = exp(−
d−1∑
j=0

σ(h,w,j)δj)(1−exp(−σ(h,w,d)δd))

(1)
where h,w denotes the pixel coordinate of the frustum and
δj is the distance between each depth in the frustum. Using
the occupancy weights, we put the last C channels of the
CNN’s output into the frustum F :

F (h,w, d) = [O(h,w, d)ϕ(h,w), σ(h,w, d)] (2)

where ϕ(h,w) denotes the C-channeled feature vector at
pixel (h,w) which is scaled by O(h,w, d) for F at depth d.

After constructing the frustum for each view, we trans-
form the frustums to world coordinates and fuse them into
a shared 3D neural field, represented as density and feature
voxel grids. Let VDensity and VFeat denote the density and
feature grid, respectively. This formulation of representing
a scene with density and feature grids has been explored be-
fore [65] for optimization-based scene reconstruction and
we utilize it as an intermediate representation for our scene
auto-encoder. VDensity,Feat have the same spatial size, and
each voxel in V represents a region in the world coordinate
system. For each voxel indexed by (x, y, z), we pool all
densities and features of the corresponding frustum entries.
In this paper, we simply take the mean of the pooled fea-
tures. More sophisticated pooling functions (e.g. attention)
can be used, which we leave as future work.

Finally, we perform volume rendering using the camera
poses κ to project V onto a 2D feature map. We trilinearly
interpolate the values on each voxel to get the feature and
density for each sampling point along the camera rays. 2D
features are then fed into a CNN decoder that produces the
output image î. We denote rendering of voxels to output im-
ages as î = r(V, κ). From the volume rendering process, we
also get the expected depth ρ̂ along each ray [50]. The scene
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Figure 3. Scene Auto-Encoder: Each input image is processed
with a 2D CNN then lifted up to 3D and merged into the shared
voxel grids. Density prediction is not shown here for brevity.

auto-encoding pipeline is trained with an image reconstruc-
tion loss ||i − î|| and a depth supervision loss ||ρ − ρ̂||. In
the case of sparse depth measurements, we only supervise
the pixels with recorded depth. We can further improve the
quality of the auto-encoder with adversarial loss as in VQ-
GAN [13] or by doing a few optimization steps at inference
time, which we discuss in the supplementary.

3.2. Latent Voxel Auto-Encoder
It is possible to fit a generative model on voxel grids

obtained from Sec. 3.1. However, to capture real-world
scenes, the dimensionality of the representation needs to
be much larger than what SOTA diffusion models can
be trained on. For example, Imagen [56] trains DDMs
on 256 × 256 RGB images, and we use voxels of size
128 × 128 × 32 with 32 channels. We thus introduce a la-
tent auto-encoder (LAE) that compresses voxels into a 128-
dimensional global latent as well as coarse (3D) and fine
(2D) quantized latents with channel dimensions of four and
spatial dimensions 32×32×16 and 128×128 respectively.

We concatenate VDensity and VFeat along the channel
dimension and use separate CNN encoders to encode the
voxel grid V into a hierarchy of three latents: 1D global la-
tent g, 3D coarse latent c, and 2D fine latent f , as shown
in Fig. 2. The intuition for this design is that g is responsi-
ble for representing the global properties of the scene, such
as the time of the day, c represents coarse 3D scene struc-
ture, and f is a 2D tensor with the same horizontal size
X × Y as V , which gives further details for each location
(x, y) in bird’s eye view perspective. We empirically found
that 2D CNNs perform similarly to 3D CNNs while being
more efficient, thus we use 2D CNNs throughout. To use 2D
CNNs for the 3D input V , we concatenate V ’s vertical axis
along the channel dimension and feed it to the encoders. We
also add latent regularizations to avoid high variance latent
spaces [53]. For the 1D vector g, we use a small KL-penalty
via the reparameterization trick [33], and for c and f , we im-
pose a vector-quantization [13,69] layer to regularize them.

The CNN decoder is similarly a 2D CNN, and takes c,
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Figure 4. Hierarchical LDM. Top: LDM ψg for KL-regulairzed
global latent g. Middle: LDM ψc for vector-quantized coarse
latent c. Bottom: LDM ψf for vector-quantized fine latent f . All
LDMs optionally take an additional conditioning variable as input,
such as a Bird’s Eye View segmentation map as depicted here.

concatenated along vertical axis, as the initial input. The de-
coder uses conditional group normalization layers [71] with
g as the conditioning variable. Lastly, we concatenate f to
an intermediate tensor in the decoder. The latent decoder
outputs V̂ which is the reconstructed voxel. LAE is trained
with the voxel reconstruction loss ||V − V̂ || along with the
image reconstruction loss ||i− î|| where î = r(V̂ , κ). Note
that the image reconstruction loss only helps with the learn-
ing of LAE, and the scene auto-encoder is kept fixed.

3.3. Hierarchical Latent Diffusion Models

Given the latent variables g, c, f that represent a voxel-
based scene representation V , we define our generative
model as p(V, g, c, f) = p(V |g, c, f)p(f |g, c)p(c|g)p(g)
with Denoising Diffusion Models (DDMs) [21]. In gen-
eral, DDMs with discrete time steps have a fixed Marko-
vian forward process q(xt|xt−1) where q(x0) denotes the
data distribution and q(xT ) is defined to be close to the
standard normal distribution, where we use the subscript to
denote the time step. DDMs then learn to revert the for-
ward process pθ(xt−1|xt) with learnable parameters θ. It
can be shown that learning the reverse process is equivalent
to learning to denoise xt to x0 for all timesteps t [21,24] by
reducing the following loss:

E
t,ϵ,x0

[
w(λt)||x0 − x̂θ(xt, t)||22

]
(3)

where t is sampled from a uniform distribution for
timesteps, ϵ is sampled from the standard normal to noise
the data x0, w(λt) is a timestep dependent weighting con-
stant, and x̂θ denotes the learned denoising model.
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We train our hierarchical LDM with the following losses:

E
t,ϵ,g0

[
w(λt)||g0 − ψg(gt, t)||22

]
(4)

E
t,ϵ,g0,c0

[
w(λt)||c0 − ψc(ct, g0, t)||22

]
(5)

E
t,ϵ,g0,c0,f0

[
w(λt)||f0 − ψf (ft, g0, c0, t)||22

]
(6)

where ψ denotes the learnable denoising networks for
g, c, f . Fig. 4 visualizes the diffusion models. ψg is im-
plemented with linear layers with skip connections and ψc

and ψf adopt the U-net architecture [55]. g is fed into ψc

and ψf with conditional group normalization layers. c is
interpolated and concatenated to the input to ψf . The cam-
era poses contain the trajectory the camera is travelling, and
this information can be useful for modelling a 3D scene as it
tells the model where to focus on generating. Therefore, we
concatenate the camera trajectory information to g and also
learn to sample it. For brevity, we still call the concatenated
vector g. For conditional generation, each ψ takes the con-
ditioning variable as input with cross-attention layers [53].

Each ψ can be trained in parallel and, once trained, can
be sampled one after another following the hierarchy. In
practice, we use the v-prediction parameterization [57] that
has been shown to have better convergence and training sta-
bility [56, 57]. Once g, c, f are sampled, we can use the
latent decoder from Sec. 3.2 to construct the voxel V which
represents the neural field for the sampled scene.. Follow-
ing the volume rendering and decoding step in Sec. 3.1, the
sampled scene can be visualized from desired viewpoints.

3.4. Post-Optimizing Generated Neural Fields

Samples generated from our model on real-world data
contain reasonable texture and geometry (Fig. 10), but can
be further optimized by leveraging recent advances in 2D
image diffusion models trained on orders of magnitude
more data. Specifically, we iteratively update initially gen-
erated voxels, V , by rendering viewpoints from the scene
and applying Score Distillation Sampling (SDS) [46] loss
on each image independently:

∇V LSDS = E
ϵ,t,κ

[
w(λt)(ϵ− ϵ̂θ(r(V, κ), t))

∂r(V, κ)

∂V

]
(7)

where κ is sampled uniformly in a 6m2 region around the
origin of the scene with random rotation about the vertical
axis, w(λt) is the weighting schedule used to train ϵ̂θ and
t ∼ U [0.02T, 0.2T ] where T is the amount of noise steps
used to train ϵ̂θ. Note that for latent diffusion models, the
noise prediction step is applied after encoding r(V, κ) to
the LDM’s latent space and the partial gradient term is up-
dated appropriately. For ϵ̂θ, we use an off-the-shelf latent
diffusion model [53], finetuned to condition on CLIP image
embeddings [47]1. We found that CLIP contains a represen-

1https://github.com/justinpinkney/stable-diffusion

Figure 5. Datasets: Top-left: VizDoom [29]. Top-right:
Replica [64]. Middle: Carla [12] . Bottom: AVD. For Carla and
AVD, we visualize a subset of available cameras.

tation of the quality of images that the LDM is able to inter-
pret: denoising an image while conditioning on CLIP image
embeddings of our model’s samples produced images with
similar geometry distortions and texture errors. We leverage
this property by optimizing LSDS with negative guidance.
Letting y, y′ be CLIP embeddings of clean image condition-
ing (e.g. dataset images) and artifact conditioning (e.g. sam-
ples) respectively, we perform classifier-free guidance [23]
with conditioning vector y, but replace the unconditional
embedding with y′. As shown in the supplementary, this
is equivalent (up to scale) to sampling from p(x|y)α

p(x|y′) at each
denoising step where α controls the trade-off between sam-
pling towards dataset images and away from images with
artifacts. We stress that this post-optimization is only suc-
cessful due to the strong scene prior contained in our voxel
samples, as shown by our comparison to running optimiza-
tion on randomly initialized voxels in the supplementary.

4. Experiments
We evaluate NeuralField-LDM on the following four

datasets (Fig. 5). Each dataset contains RGB images and a
depth measurement with their corresponding camera poses.

VizDoom [28] consists of front-view sensor observa-
tions obtained by navigating inside a synthetic game envi-
ronment. We use the dataset provided by [9], which con-
tains 34 trajectories with a length of 600.

Replica [64] is a dataset of high-quality reconstructions
of 18 indoor scenes, containing 101 front-view trajectories
with a length of 100. We use the dataset provided by [9].

Carla [12] is an open-source simulation platform for
self-driving research. We mimic the camera settings for a
self-driving car, by placing six cameras (front-left, front,
front-right, back-left, back, back-right), covering 360 de-
grees with some overlaps, and move the car in a randomly
sampled direction and distance for 10 timesteps. We sample
43K datapoints, each containing 60 images.

AVD is an in-house dataset of human driving recordings
in roads and parking lots. It has ten cameras with varying
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Figure 6. Generated Scenes: The top three rows are samples from
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Figure 7. We run marching-cubes [38] on the density voxels to
visualize the geometry of the samples generated by NF-LDM. The
structure of the scene is reflected well in the mesh.

lens types along with Lidar for depth measurement. It has
73K sequences, each with 8 frames extracted at 10 fps.

4.1. Baseline Comparisons

Unconditional Generation We evaluate the uncondi-
tional generation performance of NF-LDM by comparing
it with baseline models. All results are without the post-

Criterion Method Depth VizDoom Replica

FID (↓)

GRAF [59] ✗ 47.50 65.37
π-GAN [4] ✗ 143.55 166.55

GSN [8] ✓ 37.21 41.75
GAUDI [2] ✓ 33.70 18.75
NF-LDM ✓ 19.54∗ 14.59

Table 1. FID [19] scores on VizDoom and Replica. NF-LDM
outperforms all baseline models. Baseline numbers are from [2].

Criterion Method Depth Carla AVD

FID (↓)
EG3D [5] ✗ 76.89 194.34
GSN [8] ✓ 75.45 166.07
NF-LDM ✓ 35.69 54.26

Table 2. FID [19] scores on Carla and AVD datasets. Baseline
models have trouble learning the distribution of complex outdoor
datasets, in particular AVD, while NF-LDM models them well.
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Figure 8. Reconstructing held-out scenes not seen during training.

optimization step (Sec. 3.4), unless specified. Tab. 1 shows
the results on VizDoom and Replica. GRAF [59] and π-
GAN [4], which do not utilize ground truth depth in train-
ing, have shown successes in modelling single objects, but
they exhibit worse performance than others that leverages
depth information for modelling scenes. GAUDI [2] is an
auto-decoder-based diffusion model. Their auto-decoder
optimizes a small per-scene latent to reconstruct its match-
ing scene. GAUDI comes with the advantage that learning
the generative model is simple as it only needs to model
the small dimensional latent distribution that acts as the key
to their corresponding scenes. On the contrary, NF-LDM is
trained on the latents that are a decomposition of the explicit
3D neural field. Therefore, GAUDI puts more modelling
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Criterion Method Depth Carla AVD

FVD (↓)
EG3D [5] ✗ 134.94 1232.38
GSN [8] ✓ 184.30 1659.81
NF-LDM ✓ 91.80 242.50

Table 3. FVD [66] scores on Carla and AVD Datasets. As for FID,
baseline models have trouble learning to model complex datasets.

capacity into the auto-decoder part, and NF-LDM puts it
more into the generative model part. We attribute our im-
provement over GAUDI to our expressive hierarchical LDM
that can model the details of the scenes better. In VizDoom,
only one scene exists, and each sequence contains several
hundred steps covering a large area in the scene, which our
voxels were not large enough to encode. Therefore, we
chunked each VizDoom trajectory to be 50 steps long.

Tab. 2 shows results on complex outdoor datasets: Carla
and AVD. We compare with EG3D [5] and GSN [8]. Both
are GAN-based 3D generative models, but GSN utilizes
ground truth depth measurements. Note that we did not in-
clude GAUDI [2] as the code was not available. NF-LDM
achieves the best performance, and both baseline models
have difficulty modelling the real outdoor dataset (AVD).
Fig. 6 compares the samples from different models.

Since the datasets are composed of frame sequences, we
can treat them as videos and further evaluate with Fréchet
Video Distance (FVD) [66] to compare the distributions of
the dataset and sampled sequences. This can quantify sam-
ples’ 3D structure by how natural the rendered sequence
from a moving camera is. For EG3D and GSN, we ran-
domly sample a trajectory from the datasets and for NF-
LDM, we sample a trajectory from the global latent diffu-
sion model. Tab. 3 shows that NF-LDM achieves the best
results. We empirically observed GSN sometimes produced
slightly inconsistent rendering, which could attribute to its
lower FVD score than EG3D’s. We also visualize the geom-
etry of NF-LDM’s samples by running marching-cubes [38]
on the density voxels. Fig. 7 shows that our samples pro-
duce a coarse but realistic geometry.

Ablations We evaluate the hierarchical structure of NF-
LDM. Tab. 4 shows an ablation study on Carla. The model
with the full hierarchy achieves the best performance. The
global latent makes it easier for the other LDMs to sample
as conditioning on the global properties of the scene (e.g.
time of day) narrows down the distribution they need to
model. The 2D fine latent helps retain the residual infor-
mation missing in the 3D coarse latent, thus improving the
latent auto-encoder and, consequently, the LDMs.

Scene Reconstruction Unlike previous approaches, NF-
LDM has an explicit scene auto-encoder that can be used for
scene reconstruction. GAUDI [2] is auto-decoder based, so
it is not trivial to infer a latent for a new scene. GSN [8]
can invert a new scene using a GAN inversion method [52,

BEV-Cond.
Sample

+ Add Trees

+ Edit Car

Front-Left Front Front-Right

Back Back-RightBack-Left

Figure 9. BEV-Conditioned Synthesis: NF-LDM allows control-
lable generation by editing the BEV segmentation map. From the
initial sample, we add trees (green) and then edit the location of
the car (blue). Note the ego car is at the center and thus not ren-
dered.

Coarse lat. c + Fine lat. f + Global lat. g

FID (↓) 46.43 43.52 35.69

Table 4. FID [19] on ablating the choice of hierarchy on the Carla
dataset. The first column is for training both LAE and LDM only
with the coarse latent. The last column is our full model.

79], but as Fig. 8 shows, it fails to get the details of the
scene correct. Our scene auto-encoder generalizes well and
is scalable as the number of scenes grow.

4.2. Applications and Limitations

Conditional Synthesis NF-LDM can utilize additional
conditioning signals for controllable generation. In this
paper, we consider Bird’s Eye View (BEV) segmentation
maps, but our model can be extended to other conditioning
variables. We use cross attention layers [53], which have
been shown to be effective for conditional synthesis. Fig. 9
shows that NF-LDM follows the given BEV map faithfully
and how the map can be edited for controllable synthesis.

Scene Editing Image diffusion models can be used for
image inpainting without explicit training on the task [53,
63]. We leverage this property to edit scenes in 3D by re-
sampling a region in the 3D coarse latent c. Specifically, at
each denoising step, we noise the region to be kept and con-
catenate with the region being sampled, and pass it through
the diffusion model. We use reconstruction guidance [24]
to better harmonize the sampled and kept regions. After we
get a new c, the fine latent is also re-sampled conditioned
on c. Fig. 11 shows results on scene editing with NF-LDM.
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Figure 10. Panoramas from NF-LDM’s samples: From the initial sample at the top, we apply post-optimization with Score Distillation
Sampling [46] (Sec. 3.4). (a) demonstrates improved sample quality. (b) showcases style modification by conditioning on evening scenes.

Initial 
Sample

Re-sample 
Right Half

Re-sample
Center

Initial 
Sample

Re-sample 
Right Half

Re-sample
Center

Front-Left Front Front-Right

Figure 11. Scene Editing: We use the 3D coarse latent c for scene
editing. From the initial sample indicated by light green, we re-
sample a part of the latent, indicated by dark green.

Post-Optimization Fig. 10 shows how post-
optimization (Sec. 3.4) can improve the quality of
NF-LDM’s initial sample while retaining the 3D structure.
In addition to improving quality, we can also modify scene
properties, such as time of day and weather, by conditioning
the LDM on images with the desired properties. SDS-based
style modification is effective for changes where a set of

clean image data is available with the desired property
and is reasonably close to our dataset’s domain (e.g. street
images for AVD). In the supplementary, we also provide
results experimenting with directional CLIP loss [14] to
quickly finetune our scene decoder for a given text prompt.

Limitations NF-LDM’s hierarchical structure and three
stage pipeline allows us to achieve high-quality genera-
tions and reconstructions, but it comes with a degradation
in training time and sampling speed. In this work, the neu-
ral field representation is based on dense voxel grids, and
it becomes expensive to volume render and learn the dif-
fusion models as they get larger. Therefore, exploring al-
ternative sparse representations is a promising future direc-
tion. Lastly, our method requires multi-view images which
limits data availability and therefore risks universal prob-
lems in generative modelling of overfitting. For example,
we found that output samples in AVD had limited diversity
because the dataset itself was recorded in a limited number
of scenes.

5. Conclusion
We introduced NeuralField-LDM (NF-LDM), a genera-

tive model for complex 3D environments. NF-LDM first
constructs an expressive latent distribution by encoding in-
put images into a 3D neural field representation which is
further compressed into more abstract latent spaces. Then,
our proposed hierarchical LDM is fit onto the latent spaces,
achieving state-of-the-art performance on 3D scene genera-
tion. NF-LDM enables a diverse set of applications, includ-
ing controllable scene generation and scene editing. Fu-
ture directions include exploring more efficient sparse voxel
representations, training on larger-scale real-world data and
learning to continously expand generated scenes.
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